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Dr. Marquet is co-Founder and co-CEO of ALMA Life Sciences LLC, an early stage 
investment firm focusing on the creation and growth of innovative health care 
companies with an overall focus on prevention. She is co-founder and co-Chairman 
of Althea (a member of the Ajinomoto Group), and served as its co-President and 
CEO for ten years. Dr. Marquet is also co-founder of AltheaDx, a spin-off of Althea 
focusing on companion diagnostics development and pharmacogenomics. She serves 
as a Board member for Sente, Portable Genomics and Independa. She is also co-
Chairman of the Advisory Board of MD Revolution, advisor for Mesa Verde Venture 
Partners and for City National Bank. She is a Director of BIOCOM and was its 
Chairman during 2013-2014. She is currently Chairman of the Board of UCSD Moores 
Cancer Center. She is a member of the Board of Directors of the San Diego Economic 
Development Corporation (EDC) and of the Kyoto Prize Symposium Organization. 
She is also a member of the UCSD Biological Sciences Dean Leadership Council. Dr. 
Marquet has over three decades of experience in the biotechnology industry in the 
United States and Europe. She was formerly Executive Director of Pharmaceutical 
Development at Vical Incorporated, where she patented several novel methods for 
the production of clinical grade DNA for use in gene therapy and DNA vaccines. 
Prior to joining Vical, Dr. Marquet held management positions at Amylin 
Pharmaceuticals, Protein Polymer Technologies, Syntro Corporation and Transgene. 
Dr. Marquet holds a Ph.D. in Biochemical Engineering from INSA/University of 
Toulouse, France. Dr. Marquet has received numerous awards throughout her 
career. She was the winner of the 2005 Regional Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the 
Year award in the Life Sciences category, the Athena Pinnacle award, the Most 
Admired CEO award from the San Diego Business Journal and while leading Althea 
Technologies, received several Best Companies to Work For awards. 



Dr. François Ferré is the co-CEO of ALMA LifeSciences LLC, an investment and 
consulting firm. He is also the Chairman and co-Founder of AltheaDx, a privately-
held company (spinoff of Althea Technologies) focusing on the development of 
pharmacogenomic tests. Dr. Ferré was the CEO of AltheaDx from 2010 to June 2013. 
Prior to AltheaDx, Dr. Ferré co-founded Althea Technologies and served as co-CEO 
from 1998 until 2008. He was a Director of Althea Technologies until April 2013 and 
has recently been appointed a Director of Ajinomoto-Althea after the acquisition of 
the company by Ajinomoto. He also currently serves on the board of a number of 
additional private companies including Biomatrica and Portable Genomics. He is 
also co-Chairman of the Advisory Board of MD Revolution. Dr. Ferré was the winner 
of the 2005 E&Y Entrepreneur of the Year award in the Life Sciences category. Dr. 
Ferré is a leader in gene quantification and biomarker development and published 
several authoritative reviews on these topics, including the co-edition of a bestseller 
book on PCR with Nobel Prize winner, Dr. Kary Mullis. He received his PhD in 
molecular oncology from the Pasteur Institute, France and did his post-doctoral 
training at the University of California, San Diego. 

Magda Marquet and Francois Ferre will be inducted into the CONNECT Hall of 
Fame in April, 2016 and Magda Marquet will be the first woman to enter the 
CONNECT Hall of Fame.
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WEISS: I'm Helen Weiss and I'm interviewing Dr. Magda Marquet and Dr. François 1 

Ferré, and this is the 20th of January 2016. This is an interview for the San Diego 2 

Technology Archive, and I'll be asking Dr. Marquet first about her own current 3 

position and her educational background. Dr. Marquet. 4 

MARQUET: Hi, Helen. Thank you so much for the opportunity. Yes, I'm Magda 5 

Marquet and I am a biochemical engineer by training. I came here 29 years ago with 6 

my husband François. Currently, I am a co-founder and co-chair of Ajinomoto 7 

Althea.  8 

I'm also co-founder of AltheaDX, which is a personalized medicine company. I am co-9 

CEO of Alma Life Sciences, which is a company that helps startups in the life science 10 

arena – mainly in the prevention area – and I'm also very involved in the non-profit 11 

side. I am currently chair of the Moores Cancer Center. I'm also very involved with 12 

UCSD and hold several advisory roles. I am on the board of the Economic 13 

Development Corporation, the Kyoto Symposium Organization, and I think that's it.  14 

And oh, by the way, I was past chair at BIOCOM for the last two years. I knew I was 15 

forgetting something. 16 

WEISS: Tell me about your educational interests growing up. You came from France. 17 

Where in France, and when did you start getting interested in the life sciences? 18 

MARQUET: Actually, I grew up in a very small country. It is called Andorra. It's one 19 

of the smallest countries in the world—with about 70,000 people. So, when I was 20 

growing up, obviously biotech didn't exist and people who lived in Andorra were, one 21 
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way or another, involved in the tourism industry. So, I thought that's what I would do 22 

somehow, but I was always interested in science.  23 

And there were some unfortunate events, also, that pushed me in that direction. 24 

When I was 15, my mother was diagnosed with breast cancer, and I think at the time, 25 

in high school, where I was really deciding what I wanted to do, this is when I made 26 

the decision that I wanted to work in healthcare and really make a difference in that 27 

field. I didn't know exactly how I was going to do it, because again – it was a very 28 

small country. I had to leave the country when I was 15, and I went to high school in 29 

France and then to college in France. So, I didn't know how I was going to accomplish 30 

what my vision was, but somehow, I was guided. 31 

The world of biotechnology was started about 30 years ago when I graduated from 32 

college. 33 

WEISS: Where did you graduate from college? 34 

MARQUET: I went to college in Toulouse – in the South of France – at an 35 

engineering school called INSA, and this is where I graduated from.  36 

WEISS: At that time, were there many women in your class? 37 

MARQUET: Not many. Not many. It was – compared to other engineering 38 

specialties, I think biochemical engineering – which was my specialty – was more 39 

open to women, but not many women were in the class. And, in fact, I happened to 40 

graduate first of my class of engineering, and one day, the director of the school 41 

called me to his office and he said, "I have very good news, and I want to share them 42 

with you. Maybe that won't be very good news for you."  43 

I thought, "What does he want?" And then he said, "Well, there is an opening for a 44 

position in the department, and in the past, when these things have happened – and 45 

this is very rare – I always granted this to whoever was first. But this year, because 46 

you're a woman, I'm going to grant it to number two." And I thought, "Wow." I was 47 

shocked, but I asked him why.  48 

And he said, "Well, I'll tell you why. Because this is very rare and we know you're very 49 

motivated and you're smart, but I know that five years from now, you'll decide to 50 

have a family and have kids and then you'll decide to teach part-time and leave 51 

science." And somehow, I wanted to prove him wrong. 52 
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WEISS: Now, this is when you were getting your Ph.D. at that point, actually. 53 

MARQUET: Yes. I was ending my Ph.D. This is when that happened. And actually, he 54 

helped me later on. He really was helpful in my career, but for this specific position, 55 

he was very clear why he was not going to give me this position and he was giving it 56 

to number two. 57 

WEISS: And what was the topic of your dissertation? 58 

MARQUET: It was on the production of glutamate, which is an amino acid. And the 59 

reason I chose this topic is because it was well funded by industry, and at the time, I 60 

wanted to make sure that I could do research that led me to an easier way to find a 61 

job. And later on, when we sold the company that François and I started together, we 62 

sold it to Ajinomoto, which is the world’s largest producer of glutamate and MSG. 63 

And somehow, it wrapped up the story. 64 

WEISS: You started working right away when you got your Ph.D. in France. You 65 

worked for a few companies then? 66 

MARQUET: I did. I worked for a company called Transgene which was located in 67 

Strasbourg, and that was 1983. And at the time, it was one of the few – or maybe the 68 

only one – biotech companies in Europe, and it was started by two very well-known 69 

scientists – Drs. Pierre Chambon, Phillipe Kourilsky – and then they decided to create 70 

this great center in the private sector for biotech and bring top notch scientists from 71 

all over the world and really work on what we call recombinant DNA technologies 72 

and producing proteins using biological processes. That is what I did before coming 73 

to the United States.  74 

WEISS: Give me a brief timeline then. You were going to college and then university 75 

and grad school in what years, approximately? 76 

MARQUET: I finished college in '81. I finished grad school in '83. I worked at 77 

Transgene from '83 to '86, and then we came here in December of '86. 78 

WEISS: Then we'll ask Dr. Ferré to go through the background. Could you introduce 79 

yourself, please, and then your current capacities, and then we'll go a little bit 80 

through your education before you both come to San Diego. 81 
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FERRÉ: Thank you so much. My name is François Ferré. I am the lucky husband of 82 

Magda Marquet, and my background is also in science. I got my education in France. 83 

Did first a master in Toulouse – that's where I met Magda when she was finishing her 84 

Ph.D.—and then I moved to a different town in Northern France, Lille to do my Ph.D. 85 

at the Pasteur Institute.  86 

I did my Ph.D. in molecular oncology. In the early '80s, all the rage was about 87 

oncogenes. I was fascinated by this space and decided to get some training and get 88 

my graduate education in that field. This meant that I had to move from Toulouse, a 89 

really wonderful town in South of France to Lille, which is a much more challenging 90 

town in Northern France, but I think it was worth doing, because I got great 91 

education in the space I really liked.  92 

WEISS: When did you first decide that you were going to actually pursue sciences? I 93 

mean, when you were a young boy, there was curiosity, but what inspired you to 94 

enter the field? 95 

FERRÉ: I'm not sure. I don't have a very good recollection of when I really started to 96 

be interested in biology, specifically. I always was a curious mind about how the 97 

universe was working and all the different things that surround us, but I came to 98 

biology by accident. I was first interested in geology. I am still very interested in how 99 

the planets are formed and how our world evolved, in fact, from magma rock.  100 

I realized that geology was not really my call after all. Very interested in it, but not 101 

really my call. I had to take some classes in chemistry and biology and started to like 102 

it.  103 

WEISS: To round this out, I want you to introduce what your current positions are 104 

now, too. That was one thing that we kind of started with. 105 

FERRÉ: Yes. Sure. Let me cover that. Currently, I'm involved, like Magda, in the 106 

community. We have a small venture fund that we've been very active with.  107 

I co-partner, if you wish, with Magda – we call ourselves "Co-CEOs" of Alma Life 108 

Sciences, and are also very involved with a number of different startups in San Diego. 109 

The one that I'm most involved with is AltheaDX. I'm currently the chairman of 110 

AltheaDX. Like Magda mentioned, it is a new medical diagnostic company focusing 111 

on pharmacogenomics, and we are really excited about the platform that we are now 112 
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commercializing. It's a commercial state company, and can really help a lot of people 113 

with drug choice and drug interaction with the genetics of the patients. Really 114 

interesting. 115 

I’m involved with a number of different private boards as well. I'm involved with Keck 116 

Graduate Institute in Claremont – I'm a trustee there. I try to help them shape new 117 

students and create great leaders in our industry. I am also a director of the Chopra 118 

Foundation and I am part of the Executive Committee. 119 

WEISS: You were married, I hear, 30 years ago this year. Tell me just a little bit, if you 120 

want, about how you met. And then you applied for your post-doc here and you said 121 

you would come, and you didn't really know anybody in San Diego. So, maybe you 122 

could tell us a little bit about how you met and who you came to do your post-doc 123 

with in San Diego, and then we'll talk about your decision to move here and solicit 124 

work.  125 

FERRÉ: Yes. Do you want the real story then? 126 

WEISS: Whatever you want the public to know.  127 

FERRÉ: It was just in the cards. There was a friend of ours that mentioned Magda in 128 

passing and for some reason, I said, "Look, I would love to be introduced to this 129 

young lady." They were very good friends. I said, "You know, could we meet?" So 130 

that's how it all started. It was through a common friend.  131 

WEISS: And you applied for your post-doc and you were already working in France, 132 

Magda, so then what happened? Who was the post-doc with? 133 

FERRÉ: Okay. What happened is that we worked together in Toulouse, and Magda 134 

decided – you know, she's a strong woman – she said, "Look, we're happy together, 135 

but I need to move on to do my thing." She moved to Strasbourg. I said –they have 136 

some very good science over there, but what was really exciting to me was a position 137 

at the Pasteur Institute in Northern France. "Well, look, we can continue the 138 

relationship from a distance." We did not fully realize how difficult it would be to 139 

travel from Lille to Strasbourg, specifically during the wintertime.  140 

I don't think we were very good in geography. But we managed to do that for three 141 

years before we moved to the U.S., so we had an exciting relationship, even during 142 

the time where we were both working in very different cities in France. 143 
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WEISS: When you came to UCSD, is this something you solicited because you were 144 

interested in a particular professor and department here? Or how did you decide to 145 

do your post-doc here? 146 

FERRÉ: In all honesty, no. The truth is, Magda and I really wanted to come to the 147 

U.S., to have this U.S. experience. We looked at different places. We wanted, first and 148 

foremost – because we were both in very rainy and cold places in France—a place 149 

with a lot of sunshine – of course, good science, but a lot of sunshine. So, we looked 150 

at the both coasts.  151 

We were not ever interested in the center of the United States. There's nothing wrong 152 

with it, it's just we never really considered it. But we considered both coasts, and 153 

obviously, from Europe all the rage at the time was already California. So, we settled 154 

on California. Magda, in fact, was more interested in Northern California because she 155 

saw, rightly so, that it would be easier for her, with her education, to get a job. 156 

Genentech was already up and coming and other companies were also happening.  157 

So, we looked at San Francisco, and then we also looked at San Diego, and we 158 

decided to settle in San Diego. I really wanted to get a good experience, so I contacted 159 

a couple of labs in the field I was interested in – which was oncology – and got a 160 

position at Dr. Gernot Walter’s lab at UCSD. 161 

WEISS: And say again the name of the professor at UCSD? 162 

FERRÉ: Dr. Gernot Walter.  163 

WEISS: Walter. And what did you do in that capacity? 164 

FERRÉ: Well, I was hired as a post-doc to help him with discovering some interesting 165 

protein that he had found in his lab that could have some very important role into 166 

how a gene goes from normal to oncogenic. I was working on one of those proteins 167 

for a year or so before I left to go to industry. 168 

WEISS: Dr. Marquet, maybe you can tell us. You come to San Diego and you know 169 

nobody. In one of the articles in one of the business journals said you come with no 170 

resume in hand. What did you expect and what did you want in terms of industry or 171 

an interest in academia? Did you know you wanted to go work in business? 172 
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MARQUET: Yes. So, let me go back a little bit if you don't mind, Helen. I always had 173 

this California dream, and don't ask me where it was coming from. I grew up in a very 174 

cold country with lots of snow, and I was hearing music from the '70s and '80s Beach 175 

Boys and The Eagles. I think I was influenced by California. I didn't know much about 176 

it, but I was influenced.  177 

So, when I finished my Ph.D. – in fact, I was going to interviews with big pharma, and 178 

I remember that I was telling them that, "I want to go to the U.S. I want to go to 179 

California, and I wanted them to pay for a fellowship in the U.S." They would say, 180 

"Well, that's fine, but you need to work here for a couple of years and then, we'll see." 181 

So, I was a bit impatient. Then I went to Transgene, which had so many people from 182 

all over the world. I think this made this urge to go to the U.S. – and specifically, to 183 

the West Coast – even more clear.  184 

François shared the same kind of interest. I started writing letters from so far away. I 185 

was responding to ads in magazines because this is how we were looking for jobs at 186 

the time. But, of course, who was going to pay for an entry level Ph.D. to fly from 187 

overseas for an interview in San Diego? Forget it.  188 

So, then I thought, "Okay, well, I'm going to ask my professors, my bosses, to give me 189 

recommendation letters and then we'll just show up and we’ll see." So, everyone was 190 

telling me, "You are nuts. You have a good job here." Sure, I had a good job. It was my 191 

first job, but I had a group of people reporting to me and I was doing interesting 192 

research.  193 

I was working at a good company, and everyone was telling me, "You're not going to 194 

find a job there. No one will recognize your degree. You'll end up flipping burgers." I 195 

would say, "That's okay. I'll learn some English. I'll flip some burgers. I'll be back." So I 196 

did resign from my job at Transgene. 197 

We got married in the summer of '86, and then people said, "One of the most 198 

stressful things that you could do is get married, move, and then find another job." 199 

So, we did that in three months or so. We came here, and we took one of these very 200 

inexpensive flights – charter flights – where we had to make sure that we had one 201 

piece of luggage. François was very good at discarding many things that we may not 202 

need. Then we had this crazy flight from Paris/Brussels, Brussels/Chicago, 203 

Chicago/San Francisco, San Francisco/San Diego – we were exhausted. Fortunately, a 204 

volunteer from UCSD Center for International Studies gave us a very warm welcome. 205 
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Her name was Bernie Miller – we owe her so much. Bernie Miller came to pick us up 206 

at the airport at 10:30 PM on December 16, 1986, with a sign with our names, and all 207 

the way, I was thinking, "Oh, we're not going to find anyone. We don't know a single 208 

person." But she was there and she was the most wonderful person. She was just 209 

great! 210 

She took us to her home. It was the Holiday season. Bernie was very social, so she had 211 

parties at her house or she was inviting us to parties at her friends' house, and we 212 

were supposed to stay three days. That was what the contract with UCSD said.  213 

But every time we said, "Okay. We have to go", she would say, "No. You have plenty 214 

of time." Then, when we were finding a small apartment, she would say, "No. This a 215 

bad neighborhood. You don't want to go there." "Yeah, but Bernie, we have to go. 216 

Look – it says three days." "No. Don't worry about it. Don't worry about it."  217 

So, in December, we spend time with this wonderful lady and her four sons and she 218 

was our American mom. We always think, if we didn't have such a warm welcome... 219 

For some reason – don't ask me why – we came to San Diego, we arrived at the 220 

airport and we felt at home. We felt like we've been here our whole lives. People are 221 

very friendly here.  222 

Even when we were going to all these holiday parties, people were friendly and 223 

welcoming and curious and very helpful. That was already very reassuring. So, 224 

François went to UCSD, and then I went to see people that were recommended by my 225 

bosses or my professors, and started knocking on doors. I think what really helped 226 

me is that San Diego at the time – and still now – had a lot of basic scientists, but 227 

they didn't have much in terms of engineers or product developers or commercial 228 

scientists. I was one of them, and I went to this company, Syntro, and they gave me a 229 

great job and a visa and a green card. 230 

And my boss, Chuck Richardson who became a good friend, living now in Montana, 231 

recently told me, "You know, I remember one day, I came to the office and you were 232 

there. It was before 8:00 in the morning, and you were sitting at the doorsteps with 233 

your resume in your hand." So, yes, I was pretty desperate and quite persistent I 234 

think, but somehow it worked... Then I went to an interview and they asked me to 235 

give a seminar. Oh my gosh!  236 
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At the time, we had transparencies. It was a one-hour seminar. I thought I would die. 237 

François was helping me the day before doing the slides. The transparencies were – 238 

you couldn't really make many changes, right? Not like a Power Point. 239 

So, anyway, I survived. Then I got the job, and then after that, it's been one thing 240 

after the other. I've met wonderful people. From the beginning, there was a sense of 241 

welcome that I've never seen anywhere else, frankly.  242 

WEISS: So, you stayed with Syntro for a couple of years. This is beginning in 1987, 243 

actually, when you started at Syntro?  244 

MARQUET: Yes. I started in February of '87, and I stayed for two years, and then, 245 

with some people from Syntro, we started a company called Protein Polymer 246 

Technologies as a spin off from Syntro. It is interesting that early on, I had this 247 

entrepreneurial bug because we started this company. After that, I went to Amylin 248 

and then Vical and then we started Althea. 249 

WEISS: To decide to become an entrepreneur at this point, what did you see around 250 

you happening in San Diego? Where were these companies? What were they doing? 251 

How did you decide to actually do that? 252 

MARQUET: What, you mean, when we started Althea? Or before? 253 

WEISS: When you started before, yes. 254 

MARQUET: Well, it took so much effort, I think, for us to leave our family, to leave 255 

our country, to go into a place where we didn't know anyone – to even speak a 256 

different language. That, in a way, was liberating, I think, in a way. It's like, "Yeah, 257 

sure, I'll do that. And if I fail, well, that's okay." Maybe I wouldn't have done that in 258 

my own country, because I would have had my family and my friends and it would 259 

have been a little more complicated.  260 

But, at the time, I think that I saw an opportunity. I saw a project that wasn't getting 261 

much attention and I thought, "Hey, why not? Let's give it a try." 262 

FERRÉ: To your question also, I think that when we came here, one of the reasons 263 

that I didn't mention that we came here was one of my professor at Pasteur Institute 264 

had done, years before, a post-doc at UCLA. He was telling me, "François, don't make 265 
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the same mistake I made. Don't go to LA. No European will ever understand LA. Few 266 

Americans do. But you would be lost in LA."  267 

“But there is this really interesting town south of LA that I've been a couple of times, 268 

and I had some colleague there that were working at UCSD and Scripps”. He knew I 269 

wanted to do biotechnology at the time – it was clear that we wanted to go down that 270 

path – and he was telling me, "Look. If you really want to explore that a bit as well, 271 

that could be interesting, because it's just emerging. There's very little there, but the 272 

foundation is quite good." He knew of the quality of the research of course, of t Salk 273 

Institute, Scripps and UCSD.  274 

So, that was another reason why we came down here as well, to explore. I think when 275 

we came and decided to have jobs – we changed jobs quite frequently, at least in the 276 

beginning, to explore a bit more, and it was very obvious that at the end of the '80s, 277 

early '90s, this town was already buzzing in biotechnology. It was the beginning of 278 

something bigger, really. I mean, a number of startups – very exciting startups – were 279 

emerging like Vical, Amylin, and Immune Response Corporation – we'll talk about 280 

that in a minute – but those were really up and coming companies with a lot of 281 

potential. And so it was clear that we were in the right place at the right time. 282 

MARQUET: And at the time, there was Hybritech, of course, which was the biggest 283 

company. But one of the things that always surprised me is that in the late '80s, even 284 

early '90s, when I was in a social gathering and I was saying I worked in biotech, I had 285 

to explain what it was. Now we go to a social event and people will say, "Oh, yeah. My 286 

brother works at one of the companies" or, "My neighbor works at another company 287 

in biotech."  288 

So, people know because I think biotech now is a major presence in San Diego. When 289 

we came, it was more tourism, military. There was a bit in terms of life sciences, but 290 

you couldn't even compare to what it is now.  291 

WEISS: How did you get investors interested at that point when everything was just 292 

emerging? You were young. You left your post-doc position, right? You decided to go. 293 

You left a company.  294 

Did you put yourselves together with some of the other entrepreneurs here? 295 

FERRÉ: So, we're not talking about Althea?  296 
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WEISS: Well, you mentioned Syntro, then you went to start at your own company, 297 

right? 298 

FERRÉ: No. Let's differentiate this. Magda was involved with a startup that was part 299 

of Syntro. But we did many things after that before starting our own company. So, let 300 

me start talking about that first.  301 

So, after a post-doc at UCSD, I went to a small lab called Cytometrics, which was a 302 

satellite of a bigger lab – a reference lab called Specialty Labs in Los Angeles, and got 303 

some training as a lab director, if you wish. First as a scientist at the bench, and then 304 

lab director at Cytometrics. And then because I gathered some real good expertise 305 

and experience in a very important technology called polymerase chain reaction, I 306 

was able to get the position at the Immune Response Corporation. That was a 307 

company founded by the late Jonas Salk and some people that were previously at 308 

Hybritech and other places such as Dennis Carlo and Jim Glavin. 309 

And in this company, I stayed seven years and was really interested in developing an 310 

HIV vaccine. It was a therapeutic vaccine, not a prophylactic vaccine and that was a 311 

very interesting experience. I learned a lot about clinical development, what kind of 312 

tests are important, what to do and not to do. Unfortunately, we did a bit too much 313 

"not to do" and not enough what need to be done. But the story of our Immune 314 

Response is a whole story on its own.  315 

But I just wanted to share that with you. These were very important years of 316 

formation for me, as a scientist, as somebody involved in clinical trials, clinical 317 

development on infectious disease such as HIV. 318 

WEISS: Did you have any meetings with Dr. Salk directly? 319 

FERRÉ: Yes. I worked with Jonas Salk for five years. He was an interesting character. I 320 

loved his drive, I loved his passion – unfortunately, I think he was a bit too driven to 321 

make sure that his vaccine would be approved by the FDA when he was still alive. I 322 

think he knew already, when we started working together, that his heart was getting 323 

weaker and weaker.  324 

So, he was a bit too much in a hurry, pushing too hard, and so obviously, we never 325 

saw the vaccine. He died in '95 without seeing it and the company never succeeded 326 

either. So, you know, we'll never know if, at the end of the day, this was good enough 327 
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to be a vaccine. I felt that there were some other paths we could have taken that 328 

could have led to different outcomes. But again, we'll never know. 329 

MARQUET: Well François, was at Immune Response, and I was at Vical at the time. 330 

Vical, for me, was a wonderful opportunity because it was a pioneering company in 331 

the fields of gene therapy and DNA vaccines. At the time, we were the first people to 332 

talk to the FDA on the development of a DNA vaccine. I was part of the team, so I 333 

really loved the fact that we were doing pioneering work. And there was a point 334 

where it was a collaboration with the agencies to really decide, "What should we be 335 

injecting into people?" Which was an interesting question with a lot of consequences, 336 

if you wish.  337 

At the time, I got really interested in the field of gene therapy. When François was at 338 

Immune Response, he also was working on a project that was related to gene therapy. 339 

Both of us were big believers in this field and technology. We were turning 40 at that 340 

point and then we thought, "You know what? We should be really starting something 341 

together."  342 

We love to always share our ideas or problems, so we were very close and always 343 

meeting for lunch or coffee or dinner and sharing everything. So, I said, "Why don't 344 

we start a company together?" And that was an interesting story, because, of course, 345 

as soon as we shared that with our friends, they were saying, "Why would you do 346 

that? That's stupid. I mean, husband and wife?  347 

You have good jobs. Why would you do that? Maybe one should start the company 348 

and the other one – you know, when things get better, you go and join." We would 349 

say, "No, no, no, no. We want to do that together."  350 

Actually, François started a little earlier. He started like, three months earlier, and I 351 

jumped in. But you were asking about investment – how did we do that. I think we 352 

were very lucky. We were very lucky because we had an idea, we had a dream – we 353 

wanted to start the company.  354 

But we were working in companies already, so we didn't have any technology, 355 

intellectual property, anything that was really unique, right? But we had our skills, 356 

and we thought, "You know, we'll combine our skills." François is a basic researcher. 357 

He also has experience in clinical research. I'm more like a product development, 358 

manufacturing person, clinical development person.  359 
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Let's put these two skills together and create a company that really makes a 360 

difference in gene therapy, and with the idea to give all these new products to the 361 

patients faster. So, that's how we wanted to start the company at the beginning. Our 362 

investors – I'll let François talk about this – because that's really your story with Jim 363 

Glavin and how we managed to get him involved in the company. 364 

FERRÉ: Yes. We were basically two scientists pursuing a dream, but we were aware 365 

enough at the time to realize that the story on our own, will be very difficult to sell. 366 

We were lucky to have great relationship with our two bosses at the time – Magda 367 

with the CEO of Vical, Alan Schreiber, and my relationship with Jim Glavin – at the 368 

time, was a chairman of Immune Response Corporation, and a very good friend, 369 

because we developed friendships through playing tennis. That's one of the big perks 370 

of this country – you can be a bench scientist in a company and still, on Saturday 371 

morning, go and play tennis with the CEO of the company. I don't think you would 372 

see that in many other places on Earth, but it's still the case in the U.S., which I think 373 

is wonderful.  374 

We developed a great friendship with Jim and when we decided in early '97 with 375 

Magda that we wanted to start our company—we wanted to do that sooner rather 376 

than later – decided that although we're still employed with Immune Response, we 377 

talked to Jim about the potentiality. I think it was the May/June time frame. We 378 

already had some ideas on paper – not a business plan yet and so on so forth. After 379 

one of our wonderful tennis session, I mustered the courage to come to him and say, 380 

"Jim, I just wanted to share with you what we have in mind." And he was absolutely 381 

wonderful. 382 

"This is great, François. We'd love for you to do that. I think the time for you is right." 383 

Just so encouraging. "I just want you, of course, to do that professionally with 384 

Immune Response."  385 

He helped us and he said, "Look – if it comes to fruition and you really want to do it 386 

and you're ready to commit to it, I'll be happy to be your first investor and help you." 387 

And so Jim joined our board. So did Alan Schreiber, and Alan also invested. We were 388 

really blessed to have the support of people that knew us, trusted us as scientists, and 389 

knew, as well, that we would need a lot of help on the business side. So, that's how it 390 

started, and I think honestly, that gave us some credibility into our business strategy 391 
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– because we had the backing of two important people within the industry in San 392 

Diego. 393 

Again, Alan Schreiber, at the time, was the CEO of Vical and Jim was the chairman of 394 

the Immune Response Corporation. That's how it all got started. 395 

MARQUET: Yes, I think that is a very important part of starting a company. Just 396 

choose the right investors and the right people on the board, because that really can 397 

make a huge difference. Another person who really also made a huge difference is 398 

Tim Wollaeger. I mention that I was at Vical at the time, and the CFO of the 399 

company, Martha Demski one day called me into her office and said, "Hey, I heard 400 

that you're starting a company. Do you want to go to lunch?" And I said, "Sure."  401 

When she called me I thought it's probably because I spent too much money in new 402 

equipment. But no. It was not that. So, we went to lunch, and she said, "Well, what 403 

do you have in terms of investors?" And so I say, "Well, we have Jim Glavin and Alain 404 

Schreiber committed and we have a couple more." Then she says, "Well, how about 405 

Tim Wollaeger?"  406 

Tim Wollaeger at the time, was involved in all the major successes in town. He was 407 

very intimidating. Then I told Martha, "Well, no, no. We don't want big venture 408 

capitalists. This is just a small startup. I don't think we are ready to talk to Tim." 409 

She said, "Well, if you want, I'll introduce you. He's a great guy and he will be good to 410 

meet him, even if you end up not getting him as an investor." So, she helped us, and 411 

then I talked to François and he said, "Fine." So, she did help us.  412 

She prepared the meeting, and then we went and met with Tim Wollaeger. Tim is a 413 

very intuitive person. He makes decisions very quickly based on how he feels 414 

regarding a certain person. I think what he saw in us, you know, we were coming 415 

from a different country. We really had fire in the belly and we wanted to make it 416 

happen.  417 

At the end of the meeting, he said, "Well, I would be happy to invest and I would be 418 

happy to join your board." We could not believe it! Tim was such a great addition to 419 

the company because he knew how to build successful companies. He'd been there 420 

before, and he knew that in the life of a company, you have lots of ups and downs, 421 
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and that you need to have the right investors and board members. He was really key 422 

to the success of the company. 423 

WEISS: Well, before you then left Vical, you were credited with some novel methods 424 

for production of clinical grade DNA for use in gene therapy and DNA vaccines, so 425 

how much in the patenting process were you involved there? Was that your first 426 

patent? How did that translate into doing work later with your own companies that 427 

you founded? 428 

MARQUET: When I was at Vical, there were a lot of opportunities to develop new 429 

techniques, right? Because DNA had been purified, made in a lab setting for many 430 

years, right? But in order to inject this in humans, you needed to have new methods 431 

and make sure that you couldn't inject anything that could be toxic, and also, you had 432 

methods that could be scaled up. So, I had lots of opportunities at Vical to help my 433 

team develop new methods for DNA production, and also to be involved in some 434 

other patents or just expression systems for DNA vaccines and other kind of 435 

products. So, it was really a good time, because the field was so new. 436 

At the same time, these patents are the patents of Vical, so when we started the 437 

company, everything that we did had to be novel. But I think it gave us some 438 

credibility. The fact that we had publications, patents – it gave us some credibility. 439 

WEISS: So, then maybe we could get a little bit into when you started your own 440 

company. Did you have any relationship with UCSD at the time? Did you try—441 

because you felt you were so warmly welcome here when you first came—did you 442 

have a way to bring in post-docs from UCSD or other places? Or how big was the 443 

company? How many people were actually working there when you started off? 444 

FERRÉ: Well, when we started off, we had very few people. 445 

MARQUET: We started from scratch. 446 

FERRÉ: We did hire from UCSD. But that's a very good point. UCSD has been a big 447 

part of the growth of Althea over the years because there's so much talent that come 448 

out. For a lot of people, it's a first job, and we had a lot of entry-level jobs at Althea as 449 

we grew the business. We were always so pleased to be so close to UCSD because the 450 

pool of talent was always there for us. So, over the years, we've been very lucky with a 451 

lot of great people coming out of UCSD for sure.  452 
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WEISS: Once you started Althea, what did it achieve in terms of what your initial 453 

goals were to start a company and what kind of culture? I've read that you both have 454 

wonderful relationships with your employees over the time. What did you do to 455 

create positive work in a research environment? 456 

MARQUET: Thank you. I think that even before starting a company, I always was 457 

convinced that you achieve so much using your technical skills, but you really need to 458 

bring your people skills into the equation to build an organization. That could be a 459 

team or a group. In this case, it was a company. We always believed that the company 460 

would be as good as the people that we were able to attract, not just François and me.  461 

We were just the beginning. We were the catalyzer, but again, we've always been very 462 

people oriented. I was mentioning that in the case of investors, board members. I 463 

think this is key. You need to have the right chemistry in the board room.  464 

You have to make sure you have people that challenge you, but respect you, give you 465 

the opportunity to grow. Same thing with your employees. I think that I've been in 466 

many jobs where I wasn't motivated or I felt that I was using 20 percent of my skills 467 

because of whatever reason. When we started the company – I wanted to make sure 468 

that everyone coming there had an opportunity to grow, to express themselves, and 469 

then to really make it the company. So, that was something that was very clear to 470 

François and me since the beginning.  471 

We were reading books. We had a coach. We were going to seminars. We always 472 

wanted to learn more in this arena, because in our field – in the biotech field – often, 473 

we're very, very focused on technology, and I think technology doesn't make a 474 

company. People do.  475 

WEISS: In your view – question for both of you – who is responsible for making life 476 

sciences, biotech a priority for the city of San Diego or this area? Were there any 477 

people in particular? 478 

MARQUET: Yes. I think Hybritech. Hybritech was really the starting point. I think 479 

that the founding of Hybritech created the seeds for everything else that has been 480 

happening ever since. Then, in addition to that, I would say it is the collaborative 481 

attitude of everyone involved in the life sciences community. 482 
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If you compare – there are three major clusters in the U.S. – Cambridge/Boston area, 483 

the Bay Area, and San Diego. San Diego is a place where people collaborate, where 484 

you have a lot more interactions. We were talking about UCSD, before. When I was 485 

head of BIOCOM – chair of BIOCOM – I could see also lots of collaboration, people 486 

that liked to create things in San Diego. But I think it started with Hybritech. 487 

WEISS: Who were the other major players at the time that you were – were in 488 

competition with them? Or, you say "collaboration" – do you feel that your company 489 

was able to kind of fit in in a special way? 490 

FERRÉ: Yes. At the time, when we started Althea in '98, we had a lot of competition 491 

in the big guys in terms of CROs and other players. But because we were specialized 492 

in gene therapy, we had no much competition in a direct space. We tried very hard to 493 

offer special skills, special tests that the field was really needing, and I think we 494 

succeeded in that until, of course, we had to adjust the business plan, business 495 

strategy. We haven't talked about that, but in 1999, in fact, we –  496 

MARQUET: So, one year later. 497 

FERRÉ: – one year later, we got hit with a major disaster in the field of gene therapy 498 

with the death of Jesse Gelsinger. That pretty much annihilated the whole field 499 

because it was so unexpected, and also, because his dad – Jesse's dad – became an 500 

incredible crusader against the space saying that we were not ready, that everybody 501 

involved in gene therapy were just cowboys. Right or wrong, he succeeded. I think 502 

that he had some very good points. At the same time, I think the whole negativity on 503 

gene therapy went overboard, if you wish, because of that.  504 

That really slowed down the research in that space for many years. And now, of 505 

course, it's a space that's alive and kicking today, but for a good 5 to 10 years, it did 506 

impact the field in a very big way.  507 

We had to reinvent ourselves fast and furious and that's one of the attributes, of 508 

course, of being able to pivot. We had, again, very bright people in our company that 509 

were able to help us redirect the energy of what we were doing and trying to regroup 510 

to be able to address other markets. And we did that successfully in 2000 and 2001. 511 
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But that was a pivotal moment in the life of Althea, because something that was 512 

completely out of our control did happen and we had to change course very, very 513 

quickly. 514 

WEISS: Did your investors pull out of the company at that point because they 515 

thought maybe gene therapy was going – or were you able to transition enough that 516 

you said, "Well, this is going to be our new focus"? Did you have to get new investors? 517 

What was that whole climate like? 518 

MARQUET: Good question.  519 

FERRÉ: The investors were, indeed, concerned, but they also realized that we had the 520 

ability to pivot. So we did, and we communicated clearly with them what needed to 521 

happen. Obviously, we had contracts ongoing, so those were still running their 522 

course. What was more alarming was, for the growth of the company, how we were 523 

going to be able to continue to grow with a field that is disintegrating in front of you. 524 

But we were able to demonstrate to them that with the skills we had developed inside 525 

the company and the tool set we had, and so on, so forth, we were able to address all 526 

the markets pretty rapidly. We did that. So, it did not throw us tremendously. It was 527 

just lucky that we were able to pivot, despite the fact that again, the market we were 528 

going after disappeared under us.  529 

WEISS: How many people did you have working with you at this time? 530 

FERRÉ: I would say that in late '99 early 2000, we had 30 to 40, Magda? 531 

MARQUET: Something like that. Yes. 532 

FERRÉ: 30 to 40 people.  533 

WEISS: Then, once you switched course and started doing other work – I just need a 534 

little bit more understanding of what that new direction was. 535 

MARQUET: Yes. Then what we said, “Okay, what can we do? We have very talented 536 

people. What is it that we can do?" And we looked at the industry in general, and we 537 

saw a major shift in the fact that companies in biotech were not fully integrated 538 

anymore.  539 
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This was all the rage in the '80s when you were building a fully integrated company, 540 

which meant that you wanted to do everything from A to Z. In the late '90s, venture 541 

capitalists were not supporting this model anymore. They wanted more of a virtual 542 

model that was going to use contract manufacturing, contract services organizations, 543 

right? We thought, "Okay, we can play a role in contract services. We can help the 544 

industry grow by providing these very specialized services."  545 

This is how we were able to regroup. Then also, we saw another major trend, which 546 

was the change in the pharmaceutical industry from small molecules to biologics. If 547 

you look at it now, I would say the majority of new products are biologics. There's 548 

been a dramatic change in pharma, so we decided to specialize in biologics. That was 549 

a good bet, because it's been growing and growing.  550 

That was, I think, a good decision that we made at the time, and it's been better for 551 

us, also, because then it help us to expand the market and play in a different field. So, 552 

you asked the question before, "What were we thinking at the time and what did it 553 

become?" In a way, it's very different. But in a way, it's the same. When we started, we 554 

wanted a company that had products and services, to accelerate therapeutic 555 

development for the patient, right? 556 

We took a lot of twists and turns, but, at the end of the day, we are a company that 557 

provides technologies and services to the pharmaceutical industry. I think in 558 

principle, it is what we wanted to do. 559 

FERRÉ: I just want to also add that our ability to pivot the way we did was really, 560 

really connected – in a big way – with the people we hired. We were fortunate, with 561 

Magda, to come across a couple of people – some of them have worked with us in the 562 

past in other capacity, a couple of people we brought on board worked with me at the 563 

Immune Response Corporation – some of Magda's colleagues at Vical joined us. But 564 

we had for example, one of our key players, Rick Hancock – who became really the 565 

guy that ran the show later on in the life of Althea technologies. Rick was essential in 566 

our ability to pivot. I knew him – and Magda as well, from the Immune Response 567 

Corporation. He was very unique in his ability to make something out of nothing.  568 

He was a magician – specifically in the field of vaccine manufacturing using 569 

mammalian cells. A very complex thing to do. Very few people are able to do that. 570 

Rick was always succeeding. So, knowing that we had this type of talent on our team, 571 
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helped us realize that, "Hey, we can make this happen. We can move into another 572 

direction." 573 

I will always remember, at one point, in the growth of the company. Rick brought on 574 

the idea of shifting a bit, even more, the business saying, "Look – we're focusing on 575 

making biologics, but how about fill-finish? I know a lot of small companies that 576 

don't like to go to the big guys to do fill-finish. Why don't we contemplate that?" So, 577 

we looked at it. I could not say we did a huge market study, but we listened to our 578 

customers..  579 

We went more on guts than anything else, which was also Rick's forte. But we 580 

contemplated that with Magda for a while, talking to a bunch of people, and came 581 

back to Rick and so on, and so forth. And we decided to move into that space, 582 

because we knew that if Rick recommended it and he has done some of that before a 583 

little bit, we would have a successful service, because he’s so good at what he does. 584 

That is really how we were able to utilize the amazing talent pool that we had inside 585 

Althea to reinvent ourselves when we needed to and really be able to thrive at the 586 

end of the day. We had fantastic people with us. 587 

WEISS: In terms of giving women opportunities – because you talked about your own 588 

initial experiences – did you make any special effort to try to make sure that there 589 

was recruiting of women at all different levels? And if so, how? 590 

MARQUET: Sure. I think that when you are a woman in this position, you really 591 

want to make sure that you make a special effort to increase diversity. So, I think, yes, 592 

absolutely. I always encouraged young women in our staff to attend events at Athena, 593 

for example, because I think that one of the main reasons women are not as present 594 

as men in the industry is really because there is a lack of mentorship, a lack of 595 

education, a lack of networking between women and a lack of inspiring role models. 596 

So, I always encourage doing that, and we do have a lot of women in very key 597 

positions to this day at Althea. Sure. Absolutely! 598 

WEISS: You were mentioning the Athena group and CONNECT at UCSD where you 599 

have affiliation with that. Is that one of the ways where the networking was done? 600 

Tell me just a little about that.  601 

MARQUET: Well, Athena's an organization that really specializes on helping women. 602 

Athena was created at UCSD. It is an organization that trains and mentors, women in 603 
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tech and life sciences, I am still involved with this organization. I think it's great that 604 

women get encouraged to get mentoring and grow.  605 

WEISS: How did Althea get its name? 606 

MARQUET: Oh, that's a great story. Yes. When we wanted to start the company, of 607 

course we were looking at all kinds of names. Well, they had to have "gene" or "bio" 608 

right? And every time we liked a name, then it was taken.  609 

It was just very difficult. So, we started to go in a completely different direction. Then 610 

we looked names in a flower book and found out that Althea meant "healing" in 611 

Greek. So, we thought, "Well, that's appropriate, because this is what we want to do." 612 

It's about healing after all. So, we were all happy about our name and everything and 613 

we talked to our board and then they say, "Why would you choose a name that you 614 

can't even pronounce?  615 

Get rid of the 'H'". We said, "No, we can't do that. Then we will just get rid of the 616 

meaning as well." But that was the story. It was about HEALING, and we thought that 617 

was a nice connection with what we wanted to do. 618 

WEISS: At a certain point, you started more companies. Althea had spinoffs? I don’t 619 

know the exact business term to use. 620 

MARQUET: Yes, you're absolutely right. We had these two backgrounds– François 621 

on gene quantification, myself on product development, manufacturing – at some 622 

point, we created something that was a reflection of what our backgrounds were. 623 

When you're a small startup, it's easy to do all kinds of things. But when you grow 624 

and you have to make a decision on which area you want to really bring specific 625 

talent on, you compete for resources.  626 

At some point, we thought, "Well, we have a very interesting technology in the area 627 

of gene quantification, diagnostics, personalized medicine – maybe it would be a 628 

good idea to do a spinoff." That's AltheaDX right now. It was not a decision we took 629 

lightly. We looked at all kinds of different scenarios. We had very different opinions 630 

at the board level in terms of should we keep it together, should we spin it out.  631 

We decided to spin it out mainly when we decided to take the other company – 632 

Althea Technologies – to the commercial level. When you go to commercial, it takes 633 

an amazing amount of resources. In fact, San Diego has maybe 600-700 companies in 634 
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life sciences, but the companies that are in the commercial field? You can count them 635 

on the hand. There's not too many of them.  636 

WEISS: Do you need to pause for a second? I'll just pause and here we go.  637 

So, now we're continuing to talk about Althea, your spinoff companies, and you were 638 

saying that there was only a handful of big companies here that really continue today, 639 

but there are many small companies. Do you have a feeling for how many companies 640 

actually are in San Diego in this arena? 641 

MARQUET: Yes. I think that we have about 600-700 companies in life sciences in 642 

San Diego ranging from startups to large companies. But the majority of the 643 

companies are relatively small, I would say. 644 

WEISS: The majority of the companies are located just in the area? Is it mostly here 645 

right near UCSD and also Sorrento Valley? Or where would you say the other 646 

companies are basing? 647 

MARQUET: I think there's also a cluster in Carlsbad – North County – and then yes, 648 

Sorrento Valley, Mira Mesa, UTC area. And right now, there's some companies 649 

downtown as well. 650 

WEISS: And how do these clusters function? 651 

MARQUET: Well, I think it comes from the proximity to a research lab. I think that 652 

the fact that we have so many world-renowned research institutes on the Mesa here 653 

is really what created the first companies. So, you want to be closer to where the 654 

investigators are because at the beginning, it all starts with great science. 655 

WEISS: Now are there people that you think are taking responsibility? Who do you 656 

see as the key leaders in the area to keep moving ahead with the life sciences? 657 

MARQUET: I think BIOCOM. BIOCOM plays a huge role in being the leader to 658 

continue to create the cluster, make it stronger. So, what BIOCOM does is identify 659 

what companies need and at which stage. From the formation of a company to the 660 

needs that it takes when you go into the clinical arena, into the commercial arena, 661 

the regulatory affairs, the capital – there's so many aspects in growing a company.   662 
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There is also CONNECT, who is key in the startup stage. I think what they do with 663 

Springboard, with MIPs, is also very, very important, because they give entrepreneurs 664 

the tools, to prepare a pitch, to write the business plan, to go in front of investors. It's 665 

a very important thing. So, CONNECT is another one. Then, I think serial 666 

entrepreneurs also make a big difference.  667 

People tend to want to keep being in San Diego, and they go from one company to 668 

another, but it's very rare – even when a biotech company is sold – it's rare to see the 669 

key executives leave San Diego. They usually stay and then they'll create ten more 670 

companies. That’s what makes San Diego so successful. So, these people are also very, 671 

very key.  672 

WEISS: You mentioned the three hubs in the U.S. now being Boston, and then 673 

Silicon Valley, and then here. Do you have any companies that just left San Diego for 674 

the Silicon Valley totally or pulled away to Boston and pulled out that you felt you 675 

really lost somebody that was key in this sector here? 676 

MARQUET: Not specifically. Sometimes, companies get acquired. Let's say a 677 

company could get acquired like Amylin, for example, it got acquired by Bristol-678 

Myers Squibb which is a pharma company based in New Jersey, but most of the key 679 

people from Amylin stayed and started new companies. That talent stayed. I don't 680 

think we lost much. I think we really created an even bigger talent pool.  681 

WEISS: Then, at a certain point, you decided to sell your own company, Althea. What 682 

was the decision to do that? 683 

MARQUET: Well, I think that as soon as you get investors in your company, you 684 

need an exit. You really need to make sure that it's not a lifestyle company – it's not 685 

just about François and me. But it was very clear that we have to give a return, to our 686 

investors, and to our employees and to everyone who's been in the company. So, it 687 

was a very difficult decision because the fact that we were together in Althea, it was a 688 

24/7 effort. It was a very difficult decision.  689 

Therefore, when we agreed to sell the company, we had very specific criteria for 690 

whoever the acquirer would be. We wanted a very simple thing: Everyone wins. It's 691 

not a situation where only one kind of investor wins and no one else. Every single 692 

person involved will win with this transaction: all employees and all investors. 693 
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And also, we're going to choose a partner who really takes what we created as a 694 

foundation for higher growth. So, they keep the team and they continue to build, 695 

because they have more financial means than we do, but we continue the story, we 696 

continue our vison. Those were the criteria we wanted with François. We were very 697 

clear with our board, and I think with Ajinomoto, we got that. They have been a 698 

terrific partner. 699 

FERRÉ: Yes. To your question of why in 2013: I think the other reason is, that in any 700 

company, we have cycles of growth. We were getting into a level of revenue that was 701 

substantial, but we knew also, that to get to the next level, an enormous amount of 702 

capital would be needed. At the time, we started to have a little bit of fatigue on the 703 

investors that were with us, so it would have required getting new investors. It was a 704 

good time for us to transition, basically, because of all the reasons I mentioned. The 705 

life cycle of the company was at a very good time.  706 

We were fortunate, again, that at the time, we needed really accelerated growth – like 707 

Magda said – to encounter a partner that we felt was ideal for what we wanted for the 708 

company. It's extremely rewarding to have now Althea still growing in San Diego, and 709 

with partners that have a long term vision, that want to really make a big story here. 710 

So it's been wonderful for us.  711 

WEISS: As scientists, how much time did you feel like running Althea you were able 712 

to devote to new research versus having to do management and keep things going 713 

once the company started to grow? 714 

MARQUET: You know, in a startup you have to do it all and do it all at the same 715 

time. You're wondering how it works at the end of the day, because you are wearing 716 

so many hats. I think management takes a lot of time. I mentioned before that people 717 

– the chemistry that you have, the culture – it's very, very important. But also, you 718 

need strong science. 719 

You really need strong science. You need to make sure that you're the best in your 720 

field, because if not, you won't make it. So, you have to do all these things all 721 

together, which is not always easy.  722 

WEISS: How much talent did you find yourself having? You mentioned UCSD had 723 

been essential because of the science, but were you having to compete to bring other 724 

talent from all different countries at a certain point? 725 
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MARQUET: We had to bring talent from different places in the U.S. mainly. We 726 

certainly did. We certainly did bring people from other places in the U.S., mainly in 727 

the area such as sales or marketing and commercial operations. Everything that's 728 

basic science, you have so much going on in San Diego. But in the early days– the 729 

commercial aspect – we had to go beyond San Diego. 730 

WEISS: Before you sold the company, how much did you tap into research that was 731 

actually going on? It wasn't just bringing people in, but were you looking to work 732 

with different departments at UCSD to see what kind of research might be able to 733 

help your company expand or look into new kind of discoveries? 734 

FERRÉ: We did that a little bit in the space of biomarker discovery. So, we talked to a 735 

number of investigators at UCSD, specifically in oncology, to see if we could develop 736 

some product together. So we had some varied discussion. I would say that we never 737 

really had an opportunity to go beyond the early discussion, because in the space of 738 

biomarkers what was always missing was clinical validation.  739 

They have always been on the cutting edge of research, but there was not enough real 740 

clinical work happening at the highest level at UCSD to have critical mass in what we 741 

were doing. So, that was always a bit of a limiting factor. I think we are correcting 742 

that as we speak, but I believe the clinical aspect of the biotech in San Diego is still 743 

limited, and we are – I mean, Magda can tell you that more than I can but I think we 744 

are addressing this issue heads on. 745 

MARQUET: Yes. I think that if I look at UCSD and the fact that yes, we have very 746 

close ties with UCSD – and we did from the beginning – but it's been mainly in terms 747 

of talent. Many of our talented employees came from UCSD Biological sciences and 748 

also from Rady School of Management. That has been key. In terms of scientific 749 

collaborations, I'm not happy to say that, but we had more with NIH or with 750 

University of Pennsylvania just because the kind of projects we were doing were 751 

closer to what they were doing as well. You have to look for the right fit. 752 

WEISS: And how about the institute that you co-founded at Pitzer? 753 

MARQUET: Our sons – we have two sons, Alex and Max. They are 27 and 23, and 754 

they were going to college at Pitzer in Claremont. We became acquainted with the 755 

faculty there, and then we connected with a gentleman called Larry Grill. Larry had 756 

been developing vaccines using plants and he had a collaboration with the University 757 
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of Botswana to develop this new method of vaccine production with plants that really 758 

would make such a big difference in terms of cost. So, we were very attracted to this 759 

idea, because I think in terms of global health, you need to really address cost. 760 

We helped Larry start a center for vaccine development using plants. We went to 761 

Botswana to meet our partners and it was a very fun and interesting collaboration.  762 

WEISS: How involved are you now in the collaboration? 763 

MARQUET: Now, we are not as involved. This project moved within the Claremont 764 

campus. It moved to the Keck Graduate Institute and the clinical studies look very 765 

promising. We are glad we initiated this endeavor. 766 

WEISS: But you're both very involved in many activities that you've outlined – among 767 

these, the UCSD Moores Cancer Center. So, tell me a little bit about your work with 768 

that. 769 

MARQUET: Sure. I just started as chair of the UCSD Moores Cancer Center Board of 770 

Visitors three weeks ago, and it's just fascinating what's going on there. It's absolutely 771 

first class. I really think that Dr. Scott Lippman is a wonderful physician.  772 

He puts his heart and soul in creating one of the top cancer research centers in the 773 

U.S. In terms of the kind of people that are part of the cancer center, it's amazing. 774 

Not just intellectually, best doctors in the country, but the care, the patient 775 

experience, the whole staff, the infrastructure – it's an amazing place. So, I'll try to do 776 

whatever I can to really help all of them get to where they want to be, but I think that 777 

it's just one example of what UCSD can do. It is impressive.  778 

For me, it's hard to keep up with everything that's going on there. . And everywhere I 779 

go at UCSD, I say the same thing because it's amazing. I'm very excited about that.  780 

WEISS: Your many other activities? What else keeps you, in a way, positive looking 781 

toward new projects? 782 

MARQUET: Well, I think that we have two kinds of activities. One is all the 783 

entrepreneurial activities that we have, and the other one is the non-profit 784 

involvement. I think it comes from the fact that we realize that we came to San Diego 785 

without knowing anyone, and the fact that where we are now is some kind of miracle. 786 
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We're not here just because of us, but because of the many, many, many people who 787 

helped us along the way. So, giving back is important to us.  788 

We want to be involved with organizations that help San Diego – the UCSD Moores 789 

Cancer Center is one example. Or the Economic Development Corporation – what 790 

can we do to really make sure San Diego is the best that it can be? Or BIOCOM, or 791 

any other organization that we're involved with. It's really with the idea to give back 792 

to San Diego. Then Alma Life Sciences is really helping entrepreneurs with mentoring 793 

or initial financing and anything that we can do to help them create a successful 794 

company. We want to make a difference in a positive way. 795 

Also, because we like to learn new things and meet interesting people, we have 796 

curious minds and we don't like to be bored. That's our idea of fun. 797 

FERRÉ: Yes. I think that one aspect of what we're doing right now – which is being 798 

quite involved in growing young companies in our space – and right now, we're really 799 

interested in trying to change the paradigm of healthcare in this country. And it's 800 

tough. We still struggle to change mentalities in the way of looking at the world. One 801 

of the things that we know is that the pace of healthcare costs increases is 802 

unsustainable.  803 

We're going to go broke before 2035 or sooner at the pace we're going. So, we 804 

recognized that with Magda some years ago, and also, because of our interest in well-805 

being and health and, we've been focusing on companies that are basically interested 806 

in preventive care. We feel that there's a big future in these area. Unfortunately, it’s 807 

not necessarily right now the most rewarding financially, because there's been a lot of 808 

challenges in diagnostics. Last year was a disaster year for the space of diagnostics.  809 

Regardless we strongly believe that prevention is the future of healthcare. We've got 810 

to really, really focus much more on prevention. Other things worth mentioning is 811 

that we are both involved with the Chopra Foundation because Deepak Chopra is 812 

really interested in moving into well-being big time, and we really want to have a big 813 

impact in this area. We are focusing on that as well. One other comment I want to 814 

make on Alma and the fact that we've been working with so many entrepreneurs in 815 

San Diego – it has been rewarding at some levels.  816 

At other level, it's been a big learning curve for us and a big lesson, because it is very 817 

difficult, and I think that we took on a lot of mentoring a lot of risks trying to help 818 
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financially. Clearly, it's always exciting to get to a new idea from an entrepreneur. It's 819 

much more difficult and it's very hard work to grow the company and to go through 820 

the different transition phases, specifically when you start developing a real strong 821 

relationship with the entrepreneur, and that entrepreneur doesn't work out anymore. 822 

Those are tough times because they became your friends and you have to separate 823 

friendship and business somehow. 824 

 That's a big lesson we are learning with Magda here in trying to help entrepreneurs – 825 

very few people are really gifted from the beginning of the company to drive the 826 

whole process to an exit for investors.  827 

 So, we have had real joy in creating companies with people and then helping them, 828 

but we also have to be really honest with you–we have had some real pains as well in 829 

the process over the last few of years.  830 

MARQUET: I always compare young startups to babies. I love babies and when you 831 

see a startup, it's like a baby. I love them all. You know, all of them are great, full of 832 

potential and with smiley faces.  833 

But which baby will make it to college and will become a successful and happy adult? 834 

It’s not easy. It’s the same for early stage companies. Some of them just won’t make it. 835 

It’s a numbers game. Also, I think that if I reflect on my journey of entrepreneurship, 836 

what I love the most is really the fact that it's been such an opportunity for personal 837 

growth. Because you have to learn about yourself. You have to face your fears, your 838 

own limitations and learn from your mistakes. You also have to take full 839 

responsibility for every single thing, good or bad.  840 

Also, like François said, when you see the growth of a company, it's like the growth of 841 

a child. A child will need many different types of caregivers and teachers: from a 842 

kindergarten teacher or a college professor. These teachers have very different skills. 843 

The growth of a company, also requires many different skills along the way, because 844 

like François said, it's very rare to find entrepreneurs that can grow with the company 845 

and then be good at all these different roles. 846 

So, for me, the Althea experience has been very rewarding. The fact that we did this 847 

together – it's really unique. It could have been a disaster, when you think about it. 848 

It's been really a fun experience. I've learned so much about myself, develop many 849 

wonderful friendships along the way and I think I became a different person. 850 
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FERRÉ: I want to add that what we just said about entrepreneurs also applies to us. 851 

After driving Althea for ten years, we realized that we were not the ones that should 852 

be driving the bus anymore. We could probably find a talented executive who had 853 

better skills to grow Althea to the next phase. We'd got challenged in finding the 854 

right leader to do that, but that was the right call. I mean, we were close to the limit 855 

of what we could provide for the growth of the company, but we were fortunate to – 856 

again, reflecting on it together on a daily basis, we were able to recognize that we 857 

needed somebody else at the helm to help us grow to the next level.  858 

When we came to the board, I still remember that. And our new investors – we've got 859 

investors back in 2006, and we came to them in the spring of 2007 to let them know 860 

already of our interest to really find some new leadership. They were not really 861 

excited about that. They were betting on us, but we told them, "Look, it will be much 862 

better for the company, for all the stakeholders, if we step down as the co-CEOs of 863 

the company" – at the time we were co-CEOs – "we would still be, of course, involved 864 

at the board level and so on and so forth, but we want a new leadership." They were 865 

really surprised.  866 

So, we already understood that there is a transition that needs to happen. Again, 867 

there's very, very few Bill Gates in the world, and so it does matter that you can see – 868 

like Magda said – because of the work you do on yourself, you can see your own 869 

limitations.  870 

But it also been very rewarding, so I don't want to just say that it's been tough. It's 871 

just also been very rewarding. Like Magda said, at the end of the day, what we're 872 

trying to do as well is continue to grow ourselves as hopefully, better human beings – 873 

human beings that can really continue to contribute in any way we can to this 874 

community that we cherish so much. 875 

WEISS: Well, thank you very much, Dr. Ferré and Dr. Marquet. I appreciate so much 876 

your time, on behalf of the San Diego Technology Archive, for being willing to 877 

participate in this interview today and your ongoing involvement in the community. 878 

MARQUET: Thank you very much, Helen. It's been a pleasure. 879 

FERRÉ: Thank you. 880 

END INTERVIEW
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The San Diego Technology Archive (SDTA), an initiative of the UC San Diego 
Library, documents the history, formation, and evolution of the companies that 
formed the San Diego region’s high-tech cluster, beginning in 1965. The SDTA 
captures the vision, strategic thinking, and recollections of key technology and 
business founders, entrepreneurs, academics, venture capitalists, early employees, 
and service providers, many of whom figured prominently in the development of San 
Diego’s dynamic technology cluster. As these individuals articulate and comment on 
their contributions, innovations, and entrepreneurial trajectories, a rich living 
history emerges about the extraordinarily synergistic academic and commercial 
collaborations that distinguish the San Diego technology community. 


